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HAO volunteering at   
Animal Care Egypt 

In January 2019 HAO has a working trip to Luxor Egypt 

to work at the equine and donkey hospital, known as 

ACE Egypt. Our yearly pilgrimage is warmly welcomed 

by the resident vets Dr David, Dr Assma and Dr Hana. 

Founder and operations manage Kim Taylor cannot 

wait for us to arrive as she knows we contribute greatly 

to the rehabilitation of the animals in the hospital. Our 

healing work, and basic nursing skills is hugely 

appreciated. It is a wonderful opportunity to use skills 

acquired  on the Diploma and further Continued 

Professional Development CPD courses such as the 

Certificate in Natural Food Animal Remedies and the 

RelaxHAOK9 Massage courses. We will be taking with 

us a mobile apothecary of my culinary macerated oils 

and topical treatments. We always take over with us 

medicines, bandages and dietary supplements. 

Hundreds of donkeys and horses appreciated the 

relaxation techniques and self-selecting herbs, plant 

material and oils. We will be assisting the vets with in/

out patients and setting up a healing clinic for the 

resident vets and staff at ACE. It is always an extra 

bonus to have some of our HAO members who are 

qualified in other complementary therapies such as 

massage, reflexology, Indian head massage offering a 

welcome treatment to the hard working staff, who rarely 

have a moment to themselves.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Keeping with Egypt enormous thanks to Ruth, HAO 

graduate who went to ACE independently in October 

2018  to work for a week helping make specialised 

halters for donkeys and horses. Ruth works at the 

RSPCA and with the Healing Animals Organisation 

have in the past collaborated with Ace on neutering and 

spaying fundraising projects for cats and dogs.  

 

If you would like to help animals more and you feel this is the time 
to train as a professional animal healer we would like to hear 
from you. The next professional part time vocational one year 
animal healing Diploma commences in September.    

For a Prospectus please email elizabeth@healinganimals.org 

Also look out for 2019 day workshops, animal healing      
evenings, HAO fundraising evenings and CPD short courses 
at the calendar of events listed below. 

‘Saving one animal 

will not change the 

world, but for that 

one animal, the 

world will change 

forever.’ 

Business Day Workshop 27thJanuary 2019  

spaces available  

I am thrilled to report some graduate HAO healers are 
successfully setting up their own animal healing      
businesses. In 2019 you may be considering new    
ideas, options and a career change and how you can 
incorporate your animal healing work with your current 
job. This workshop is a fantastic opportunity for anyone 
interested in setting up their own business and         
confidently have the right tools in place to see it 
through. This day also helps you to build your personal 
and professional profile and platform, with PR and   
Marketing tools to help you.  

I have been a self-employed complementary animal 
and human therapist for twenty years and continue to 
use this established and trusted method of working. 
Please email me at elizabeth@healinganimals.org     
for further information. 

 

Dear Healing Animals Organisation Friends 

What an incredible 2018 it has been for our animal healing work. HAO graduates and students from the Diploma in animal 

healing have been offering their healing skills at outreach projects overseas and in the UK. Many have joined me in Egypt, 

Borneo, UK, Cyprus and Lesvos giving healing to dogs, cats, horses, orang-utans, sun bears, clouded leopards and even 

binturongs.  

I also thank each and every one of you for joining us at our HAO animal fundraising events and gong concerts and for your 

kindness, dedication, love and healing to all of our animal friends. Your support and generosity is greatly appreciated. If you 

would like to join us at any of the animal fundraising gong concerts, the 2019 calendar lists them below.  

I really hope you enjoy reading the HAO newsletter and all the incredible and inspiring HAO healing work taking place around 

the world. WOW so much to share with you…..put your feet up with a cup of tea or a glass of wine and feel the power of LOVE 

being shared to our four and two legged friends. 

We are living in extraordinary times my friends: it’s a wonderful time to 

harness and develop our spiritual evolution whilst working hand in hand 

with the Natural World as guardians of this precious planet.               

Only you can be the change you wish to see.                                                    

Let’s do it  together as bearers of the Light and as Angelic Earth     

Ambassadors! 

What a great experience it is to be working with our healing,          

communication and sensory enrichments and observing how each 

species process this to help them within their environments as well as 

learning for ourselves.  

This could be you and you may like to join us on an HAO trip to put all of 

your acquired skills to practice and give something back to nature. It is  

purely an exhilarating and heart -warming experience as you are making 

such a difference to each and every animal.  We are planning more 

animal healing worldwide trips so watch this space. Thank you once 

again for all your care and kindness for the animals. 

All my love Elizabeth Whiter X  
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HAO animal healers volunteering in 

Hurghada Egypt  

27th March 2019                                   

Louise, one of my MHAO graduates has been    

forging new relations with an animal rescue centre in 

Hergarda, Egypt called The Blue Moon Sanctuary. 

She spent some time there recently with Adele,  

fellow HAO graduate: treating, cats, dogs, donkeys, 

horses and even a camel! So successful was 

Louise’s trip, Blue Moon are over the moon with 

HAO animal relaxation techniques, sensory         

enrichment and massage they have invited Louise 

and HAO volunteers again. 

Louise and four other graduates are volunteering 

their services in March 2019  

Louise has built up the trusted relationship with the     

founders and care workers over the last three years 

at both centres and visits twice a year working with a 

range of animals. From the knowledge and skills you 

have developed on the Diploma in Small Animals 

you will be working with a range of animals, with a 

range of conditions.   

Would YOU and your beloved Dog like to join 

HAO Senior Therapy? 

16th April 10am-1pm Practical Training Day and 

Graduation  

It is not until you have experienced visiting a senior person 

in a residential home do you realise how incredibly        

important it is to have canine and human visitors.                

A dog to stroke and love, a dog and healer to talk to, a dog 

to love you back unconditionally....... this could be you and 

your dog. 

I am thrilled we are teaching this very important arm of the 

Healing Animals Organisation. A legacy to my darling mum 

who, towards the end of her physical life found herself in a 

wonderful caring residential home. I took Lily with me to visit 

mum and could not get over how many of the residents 

adored Lily and joyfully looked forward to our visits. Lily and 

I gained so much respect and satisfaction from these visits 

we were approached by the residential home to offer our 

services in a professional capacity.  

 

 

 

 

Did you Know? Scientists confirm that sharing your life with 

a companion animal is healthy. One reason for this is that 

when we feel joy to be with our animal companions we set 

off a chain of events in the body; endorphins are released 

and flood the body: these are the happy hormones,       

commonly known as serotonin and dopamine. Even when 

we smile more neurotransmitters are fired. Studies show, 

when a person gives loving attention to their animal       

companion another hormone, oxytocin kicks in. This same  

hormone increases when a woman has a child to increase 

bonding closer and also helps to reduce blood pressure and       

decreases cortisol a hormone related to stress and anxiety. 

 

 

 

 

Pippa MHAO, graduate of HAO Senior Therapy shares her story….. 

“Hi Liz I thought I would let you know that Fenn is doing a 

super job in his capacity as a Senior Therapy Dog. We 

somehow managed to get noticed by Dementia UK who 

now using us as a service offered to dementia sufferers in 

our area. The lady who is head of our area is really pleased 

with our work so far. We have two clients that we visit in 

their own homes (with the carer present). Fenn is amazing 

and just knows who and why he is there. With my own  

father’s dementia becoming more advanced, it definitely 

helps me to feel that I am perhaps making a small         

difference to other sufferers.  

Today, we visited a lady for our 3rd visit. She is usually 

pretty non-verbal but she recognised Fenn and said his 

name and chatted to him fairly regularly for the whole visit. 

This lady is cared for by her husband and Fenn took it upon 

himself to divide his time between the two of them. The 

chap said at the end of the session that Fenn had cheered 

him up no end as it had been a bit of a tough week. What a 

special little dog and what a privilege it has been for me to 

be able to offer this service.  

I would like to think your mum would be proud of what you 

have started Liz.” 

Congratulations to the following graduates of HAO Senior 

Therapy:- Lu and May and Margaret with Daisy and Pippa 

and Fenn Photo who qualified earlier this year. You may 

wish to join HAO Senior Therapy with your dog. Please 

email me for an application form and the detailed practical 

assessment  at elizabeth@healinganimals.org 

 

 
Animal Healing and Creative Meditation 

at Chealsfield Sussex                                            

The first Tuesday of the month 7-9pm 

2019: 5 Feb, 5 Mar, 2 Apr, 7 May, 4 Jun, 2 

July, 6 Aug, 3 Sept, 1 Oct, 5 Nov, 3 Dec 

This is a self-development class where you 

can perfect your meditation, creative         

visualisation skills and process your emotions 

in a safe and magical location. Halt the    

chattering mind and  take time out from 

phones and computers. Share experiences 

with like-minded people, ground our          

experiences and set intentions.                  

The monthly distant healing circle is fast  

becoming a very powerful healing tool to help 

and comfort our 2 and 4 legged loved ones. 

 

You Can Heal Your Pet: The Practical Guide To 

Holistic Health And Veterinary Care Paperback 

Elizabeth Whiter and Dr Rohini Sathish MRCVS 

Buy Now from Amazon 

mailto:elizabeth@healinganimals.org
https://www.amazon.co.uk/You-Can-Heal-Your-Pet/dp/1781804931?fbclid=IwAR0SpUmHAhHAwkQ9ObQugli3i6pUC3gWFWa7v_ZLO-tmHbOmIH4LUlsa_Vo


 

 

RELAX HAO EQUINE MASSAGE   

8-9 June and 27-28 July 2019   

 

 

 

 

 

 

The RELAX HAO EQUINE MASSAGE course dovetails 

beautifully with the Diploma in Equine and is being very 

well received by equine rescue centres, private stables, 

riding schools, and individual clients. We ran three 

RELAX HAO EQUINE MASSAGE fundraiser demos at 

Moorcroft Race Horse Rehab Centre in 2018 and 

raised £2,700. Great for equine healers to add this 

modality to the toolkit and combine healing with      

massage. If you have completed the Diploma in Equine 

and would like to join the HAO Equine Massage course 

please email me at  

elizabeth@healinganimals.org for more details. 

 

RELAX HAOK9 MASSAGE®        

14-15 November 2019  

In 2018 we ran two very successful RELAX HAOK9 

MASSAGE® Level 1 and 2.  

This extra healing modality for our canine friends is 

extremely popular and books up fast.                    

Please email me at elizabeth@healinganimals.org   

if you would like further information  
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HAO and Animal Conservation in Borneo…. Born to be WILD!!!!                  

Report by Gina MHAO graduate 

“Paving the way for the successful Borneo 2018 volunteering trip, Liz,    

myself and Dee went to Borneo in May 2017. We worked at Matang Wildlife 

Centre which was a truly amazing experience, not only being immersed in 

the rainforest itself but helping being part of the Orangutans rehabilitation 

programmes, which involved sensory enrichments and  healing and anything 

else that was needed. Observing the orangutans and bears with the sensory 

enrichments using some of Liz’s apothecary of healing oils and hydrosols 

was amazing to watch. There were big releases, comfort and joy which has 

been documented and Liz has amazing photographs and videos as well as a 

presentation that has been put together. When you are out there you can 

truly appreciate and understand what is going on fully with the deforestation and destruction. We passed through 

never ending palm tree plantations which was once the home of many of the wild animals who are now           

endangered. By being part of helping with the rehabilitation programmes is a  wonderful rewarding experience.  

Following on from the great success in 2017,  Liz then returned in May this year with some of her HAO graduates 

to Borneo where she set up an apothecary and trained up the staff at Matang and also Bornean Sun Bear      

Conservation Centre. They worked every day preparing sensory enrichments for many wild animals including, 

Orangutans, Sun Bears, Clouded Leopards, Binturongs and many more species.”  

 Borneo 2018 was an incredible experience and I thank HAO             

graduates Margaret, Kay, Adele, Olympia, Kelly and her husband, 

Richard for joining me on a very rewarding experience.  

 

 

 

 

      

 

 

                                                                                                         

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                

                                                                                                  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Liz training the staff at BSBCC 

Binturong sensory enrichment 

Orangutan sensory enrichment  

Sun bear sensory enrichment 

Clouded Leopard 

HAO labelling up sensory enrichment                                      

 Sensory enrichment  

Sensory enrichment  

 

Demonstrating the oils  

to Dr Wong 



 

 

“ Enormous thanks to Liz and the team at Healing Animals        

Organisation for their ongoing support of our organisation, the   

animals and the work we do. Your hard work and dedication is 

amazing and we look forward to working with you for years to 

come. A huge thanks to you and your entire team for volunteering 

with us and facilitating sensory enrichment programmes to help 

with the animals in our care.  Sending love from the orangs, bears, 

gibbons, macaques, birds and humans at Matang” 

Bron Orangutan Project Borneo 

 

 

“I would like to express my sincere gratitude to our good  friends 

Elizabeth Whiter and her team from Healing Animals Organisation 

who helps us on multiple occasions through volunteering and   

sensory enrichment for the bears. Thank you so so much for your 

tireless efforts to make a better world for all of us. 

Once again, I thank you from the bottom of my heart. We can feel 

your love from the other side of the world! Thank you.”                 

Dr Wong  Borneo Sun Bear Conservation Centre 

Borneo HAO volunteering  

This could be you in 2020 - please email me at  

elizabeth@healinganimals.org for further information 

Why Volunteer?  

The importance of volunteering is so rewarding and after my Diploma 

training with Liz and subsequent CPD at HAO:  in canine and equine 

massage and behaviour training days has helped me to expand my 

animal healing tool kit. I love just  witnessing students and graduates 

really putting into place their acquired skills into action. It is an absolute       

privilege and has changed my world forever! Gina MHAO 

Download Fundraiser Meditation coming soon! 

                        

 

 

 

 

 

 

I have been creating an exciting new rain forest themed instrumental meditation download 

with all proceeds going to our HAO conservation projects in Borneo.  

While I was in Borneo I  recorded several natural sounds of the jungle including five       

different types of tree frogs, two species of macaques, hornbills and a mouse deer.              

I have since been in the recording studio with Barnaby Thorn, who assisted me in making 

Animal Whispers.  

In the studio we have been recording my Himalayan and crystal singing bowls and chimes. 

Barnaby has composed a beautiful piece of film music; weaving a story of the delicate   

balance of the  natural world. He has created a sound scape with the iconic sounds of the 

rains which fall daily: thus making way for clear skies, a burst of sunshine and a panoramic 

view of the  jungle canopy. 
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HAO Volunteering at D.O.G Rescue Cyprus  

This could be you in 2020 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HAO and D.O.G. Rescue Cyprus working trip 2018  

Our annual pilgrimage to Dog Rescue Cyprus in Dali Cyprus was another successful working trip, caring for 190 

dogs and 600 hundreds cats.  This year I was joined by HAO healers Helen, Olympia, Julie, Jude, Nikki, Jane, 

Marion, Amanda, Gina, Louise, and Esta.  Every year in the month of October we go to Cyprus to work at the 

pounds and help in the rehabilitation programme of hundreds of stray and rescued dogs. Sadly each year around 

20,000 dogs are put to sleep. There is a severe lack of neutering and spaying of these beautiful sentient beings 

and consequently the overriding problem is a population explosion. The Healing Animals Organisation have  

collaborated with Dog Rescue Cyprus for several years and with our help have raised thousands of Euros to help 

pay for spay projects and also find forever loving homes for dozens dogs.  

HAO Trip October 2018 to D.O.G Rescue Cyprus, Tala Cat Monastery and Stray Haven 

by Gina MHAO graduate 

“We had a very successful HAO working trip to Cyprus with all 12 of us HAO members working at the pounds 

with 190 dogs in Dali.  We worked with a range of different dogs giving healing, using our communication skills, 

using Liz’s macerated oils and hydrosols and spending time socialising with them to reinforce trust again in    

humans. We also took time getting the dogs accustomed to collars and leads in preparation for fostering and 

adoption.  

Every day was a new day with different experiences with the dogs with their characters and personalities. This is 

now the 4th year that I have been volunteering in Cyprus and each year there are many improvements, including 

some better outdoor space for the dogs enabling them to be off lead and having a run around and being free 

from being in a confined space most of their time as well as having some dog training. We also had a morning of 

dog training with Abraham who specialises in training stray dogs and is there once a week. Some graduates 

have even accompanied the dogs they were working with to the vets and continued to give healing there and 

some going to the airport to escort the dogs and helping prepare them for their freedom flight to their forever 

homes and in the UK where they are collected by their new families to be taken to their forever home.  

It doesn’t end there as some have fundraised here in the UK for this amazing charity including bingo events, 

auctions, sponsored walks and gong concerts. Cyprus is very close to my heart as my parents are Greek Cypriot 

and having spent lots of time there as a child in the summer holidays mostly spent in the rural village where my 

parents are from and seeing the way animals were treated, I said to family then, that when I grow up, I want to 

help these animals and make a difference and it is so rewarding to have been able to make a difference in some 

way. We are still a long way off but there are improvements through education and awareness and new laws 

been drafted up for animal welfare and pawsitive changes. We are going in the right direction and with some 

amazing key people to make this happen! 

Liz and I had a slot on a very important radio and popular station in Cyprus with many listeners who followed us 

live on Facebook watching an animal healing and massage demonstration with a radio interview with Liz about 

animal complementary health and animal welfare, spreading the word about education not only for adults but to 

educate the children with introducing ‘reading dogs’ – these would be sheltered dogs who have been fully trained 

for this position into primary schools and about senior therapy dogs for the elderly. Believe it or not we gave  

healing to full pedigree Labradors who were at Stray Haven!  

Beautiful Dogs at D.O.G Rescue Cyprus         Stray Haven 

Gina at D.O.G Rescue Cyprus 

 

Liz with Marley who is now in his forever home 

in the UK 



 

 

Cat Healing at Tala Monastery  

As well as working in Dali, we took a 3 hour journey to Paphos to work at Tala Monastery cat sanctuary which is 
home to 900 cats and some of us worked in isolation wards giving Liz’s macerated 
oils, hydrosols and healing.  

They loved it and particularly enjoyed the Valerian Root baths and as well as giving 
them some lovely fish which we sneaked out from the hotel! It truly is a haven for 
cats and blew my mind away with the amazing set up which volunteers had created 
together very cleverly within the environment and also with so many cats, the place 
was very clean and tidy. The staff work tirelessly around the clock and rely solely 
on donations. 

In the afternoon in Paphos we then went on to work at Stray Haven, who have over 160 dogs. So many beautiful 
breeds of dogs and I fell in love with a Jura Hound giving her love, healing and a massage and others were going 
around with the hydrosols, Liz’s macerated oils and healing. You just want to help every animal and the lady that 
runs this rescue centre is really struggling and more is needed in terms of support with so many dogs. Again, they 
rely solely on donations. These volunteers are truly remarkable and I just wish we could do more although if we all 
make one small contribution, whether financially, or spreading the word, it can make a huge difference… it’s just 
getting the word out there. There are many people that talk about animal welfare and how saddened and sickened 
they are by it but don’t actually do anything about it and we need to encourage these specific animal lovers in what 
they can do no matter how small it is to help make a difference.   

Not only was this a full on working trip, we stayed in a lovely hotel where the staff know us very well and greet us 
with open arms each year and treat us so well and support us in what we do to help the animals. We made new 
HAO friends filled with lots of banter, fun and laughter as well as giving each other support through the difficult days 
and saying goodbye to our doggy friends, although 2 were adopted within the group which wasn’t the end!!!       

When I looked around and took a moment to see all of us inside the kennels with the dogs in the pounds giving love 
and healing, it was a special moment of being proud and privileged to be with likeminded beautiful giving souls  
making a real difference to these dogs who have gone through so much and by giving our love and mindfully gaining 
their trust for human contact, the trust from them and their energies were so much calmer and some of the         
volunteers commented on how they had never known it to be so quiet! It is so rewarding to see the changes as well 
as following their journeys to their forever homes. Having adopted Milo 3 years ago is the most rewarding            
experience I’ve ever had in my life having seen him for the first time in a pound to how he is now, even though he 
still needs to conquer some of his embedded fears, the difference to how he is now is amazing and I want to       
encourage more people to not buy from a breeder and adopt.  

It truly is a heart warming and rewarding experience. 

HAO Fundraising 

Join us at a HAO Fundraising Event in 2019  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fundraising for Animal Charities and Rescue Centres is the heart beat of the Healing Animals Organisation.     

We have been raising vital funds for animals in need all over the world and in 2018                                          

HAO raised well over £11,000.  

Thanks to our May sponsored walk, gong baths and equine massage demonstrations we have raised vital funds 

for the following in 2018:- Dog Rescue Cyprus, The Bat Hospital, Roger’s Wildlife, The Canine Epilepsy Group, 

Walking to Save Dogs, Orangutan Project, Borneo Sun Bear Conservation Centre, Lindsay’s Rescue Animals, 

RSPCA Patcham and Moorcroft Racehorse Rehabitation Centre. 

£2,000 Summer Gong Concert Sussex - Orangutan Project and Borneo Sun Bear Conservation Centre 

£2,700 Three Equine Massage Demos for- Moorcroft Racehorse Rehabilitation Centre 

£3,250 HAO May Sponsored Walk Bat Hospital, Paws, Lindsay’s Rescue Animals 

£3,000 Gong Concerts throughout the year for Animal Charities  

The Gong Concert  Fundraisers have been a wonderful opportunity for everybody to relax, unwind and receive 

healing with the sounds of the Gongs, Himalayan and Crystal  Bowls with all proceeds to going to animals in 

need. It’s great to meet up with fellow animal lovers, Diploma chums and other students and graduates of HAO 

who share the same passions as you regarding animals and their needs..  

My Gong Bath Website   

Look out for future Gong Fundraisers for 2019 at www.healinganimals.org calendar tab 

“From everyone at Orangutan Project we extend our heartfelt thanks to you all. We rely on good people from all 

over the world coming together to help us to do good for the animals in our care and we would like to thank you 

all for coming to the gong fundraising concert and donating your time and money to the cause.” 

Orangutan Project   

“ Thank you for attending and supporting  the Borneo Gong Concert Fundraiser. This event means a lot to us, 

myself and our rescued sun bears at The Bornean Sun Bear Conservation Centre. Your kind support and        

participation on this wonderful event makes all of our works to conserve the endangered sun bears possible in 

Borneo. As you know, Conservation on endangered species is not an easy task, nor a task that can be done by 

few individuals. The success of BSBCC up until today is a good example of group efforts really make a huge 

difference to achieve our goals to conserve and help the sun bears.” Borneo Sun Bears Conservation Centre  

 

http://gongbaths.org/


 

 

HAO Calendar of Events 2019 

All workshops/fundraisers/talks are held in Sussex unless otherwise stated 

Please email for further information elizabeth@healinganimals.org 

January 2019 

19th Gong Bath Fundraiser for Dog Rescue Cyprus 7-30-9.30pm 

27th Be Your Own Boss -Running Your Own Complementary Business Workshop: Tax, PR, Marketing 10-5pm 

February 2019 

5th - Foundation in Animal Healing: 10-5pm  

5th - Animal Healing Circle and Guided Meditation: 7-9pm 

March 2019 

5th  - Animal Healing Circle and Guided Meditation: 7-9pm                                       

29th Demonstration of Animal Healing 7-8.30pm College of Psychic Studies South Kensington London 

30th Animal Communication Workshop 10-5pm South Kensington College of Psychic Studies London 

April 2019 

2nd - Animal Healing Circle and Guided Meditation: 7-9pm 

16th – HAO Senior Therapy – Induction Day 10am -1pm  

24th - 26th 3 Day Healing Retreat with Sound, Movement and Creative Mindful Meditation 9.30-5pm 

May 2019 

7th - Animal Healing Circle and Guided Meditation: 7-9pm 

11th-12th Animal Energy World Conference Manchester 

June 2019 

4th  - Animal Healing Circle and Guided Meditation: 7-9pm 

6th - 9th - Diploma in Equine Healing and Communication  

8th - 9th - RelaxHAO Equine Massage: level one module 1  

20 – 23 Practitioner Certificate in Natural Food Animal Remedies 

29-30 Health and Wellbeing Festival for your Pet Surrey 

July 2019 

2nd July Foundation in Animal Healing: 10-5pm 

2nd - Animal Healing Circle and Guided Meditation: 7-9pm 

21st RSPCA Fun Day – Bring your dogs for healing at the HAO Tent 11-4pm 

27-28 - RelaxHAO Equine Massage: level one module 2      

August 2019 

6th - Animal Healing Circle and Guided Meditation: 7-9pm 

22nd – 26th - Diploma in Equine Healing and Communication 

September 2019 

3rd - Foundation in Animal Healing: 10-5pm  

3rd - Animal Healing Circle and Guided Meditation: 7-9pm 

8th Animal Communication Workshop- Develop your natural ability to intuit with animals 10-5pm 

October 2019 

1st - Animal Healing Circle and Guided Meditation: 7-9pm 

31st Gong Bath Halloween Fundraiser for the Bat Hospital 7.30pm-9.30pm 

November 2019 

5th - Animal Healing Circle and Guided Meditation: 7-9pm 

5th - Foundation in Animal Healing: 10-5pm  

14th-15th-Relax HAOK9 Massage® Certified Course level one: 9.30 -5pm 

14th- Gong Bath Animal Fundraiser 7.30pm-9.30pm  

December 2019 

3rd - Animal Healing Circle and Guided Meditation: 7-9pm 

Healing Animals Organisation Website   

      © Healing Animals Organisation 
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